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PPCS 1/8" (3mm) 600mm
x 600mm Satin Black Cast

Acrylic Sheet

$34.95

Product Images

Short Description

PPCS 1/8" (3mm) 600 x 600mm Satin Black Cast Acrylic! A typical use for 3mm is paneling things, but let us
not deter your imagination. We finally found the perfect color cast acrylic that actually matches many and
most of the black cases on the market today! This is non-see-through black and is not a shiny or flat black but
a nice slightly sheen-ed satin black color! This is perfect for those projects in you case you need covers or
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shelves or custom grills or radgrills. This material is easier then working with aluminum and blends right in.
This is some great stuff!!

Description

PPCS 1/8" (3mm) 600 x 600mm Satin Black Cast Acrylic! A typical use for 3mm is paneling things, but let us not deter your
imagination. We finally found the perfect color cast acrylic that actually matches many and most of the black cases on the market
today! This is non-see-through black and is not a shiny or flat black but a nice slightly sheen-ed satin black color! This is perfect
for those projects in you case you need covers or shelves or custom grills or radgrills. This material is easier then working with
aluminum and blends right in. This is some great stuff!!

Acrylic Panel is a useful material for all modders - mod your own side panel, create an acrylic front for your casing, a bay front
cover, watercooling tank, drive cage, PSU cover, fan guard, the possibilities are limitless.

Easy to cut, durable and non-breakable.

Acrylic Panel is one of the many "mod supplies" products that PPCS introduces with the aim of making modding material more
easily available. We hope to to be surprised by your creations.

PPCS says: "Mod supplies lets you mod the mod you want, the way you want it."

Additional Information

Brand PPCS

SKU PPCS-ACRYL-600-SB

Weight 4.0000

Color Black

Case Accessory Type Case Materials


